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ABSTRACT
LINEAR METHODS FOR REGRESSION WITH SMALL SAMPLE SIZES
RELATIVE TO THE NUMBER OF VARIABLES
Rajesh Sikder
August 11, 2020
In data sets where there are a small number of observations but a large
number of variables observed for each observation, ordinary least squares estimation
cannot be used for regression models. There are many alternative including stepwise
regression, penalized methods such as ridge regression and the LASSO, and methods
based on derived inputs such as principal components regression and partial least
squares regression. In this thesis, these five methods are described. K-fold cross
validation is also discussed as a way for determining regularization parameters for
each method. The performance of these methods in estimation and prediction is also
examined through simulation studies under various interesting scenarios. Finally,
the methods will be applied to a real data set in which each method is applied to
build a model for the weights of mice based on microarray expression data for a
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Regression analysis is a statistical method used to relate a variable of interest,
typically denoted by y, the dependent variable, to a set of independent variables,
denoted by say x1, x2, . . . , xp. The goal is to build a model that assists statisticians
in describing, controlling, and predicting the dependent variable based on the in-
dependent variable(s). There are many types of regression analysis: Simple and
Multiple Linear Regression and Nonlinear Regression to name a few.
In this thesis, we consider linear methods for regression. Given a data set
(x1,1, . . . , xp,1, y1), . . . , (x1,n, . . . , xp,n, yn) to train the model, the multiple linear re-
gression model assumes that




for i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1 . . . , p where the errors ε1, . . . , εn are independent random
variables with mean 0 and variance σ2. The simplest method for fitting this model
is least squares estimation in which estimates β̂0, β̂1, . . . , β̂p are obtained by finding
the values which minimize the residual sum of squares function
RSS(b0, b1, . . . , bp) =
n∑
i=1









i where ei = yi − ŷi is the ith
residual based on the ith fitted value ŷi = β̂0 +
∑p
j=1 β̂jxj,i. That is, the sum of
squared distances between the regression surface and the data points is minimal.
Note that the residuals are not independent since they are constrained so that∑n
i=1 ei = 0 [14].
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The slopes of their individual explanatory variables are the constants β1, . . . , βp,
and are referred to as coefficients of the variables. For instance, βj is the change in
the predicted value of y per unit of change in xj, while holding the other variables
constant. The additional unknown coefficient β0, known as intercept, is the mean
for the response if all the x’s are zero (in some models this input point might not
be meaningful). The coefficients and intercept are estimated by least squares, i.e.,
setting them equal to the unique values that minimize the sum of squared errors
within the sample of data to which the model is fitted. And the model’s prediction
errors are often assumed to be independently and identically normally distributed.
Now, let’s say n is the number of observations (data point) and p is the
number of variables (feature) as discussed above. There can be the following three
cases:
• when n is much larger than p, i.e., number of observation > number of vari-
ables. In this case, the least squares estimates tend to also have low variance,
and hence will perform well on test observations.
• when n is not much larger than p, i.e., number of observation ∼= number of
variables, there can be a lot of variability in the least squares fit, resulting in
overfitting and consequently poor predictions on future observations not used
in model training.
• when p is larger than n i.e., number of observation < number of variables,
there is no longer a unique least squares coefficient estimate: the variance is
infinite so the method cannot be used at all [1].
The formula for computing the least squares estimator of the vector of re-
gression coefficients β = [β0, β1, . . . , βp]







1 x1,1 · · · xp,1

















However, this formula can only be computed when the inverse of X tX exists. As
shown in [14], the inverse of X tX is less than or equal to min{n, p + 1}. But if
n < p+ 1, this rank is less than p+ 1 but X tX is a (p+ 1)× (p+ 1) square matrix.
If a square matrix is not full rank, then its determinant is 0 which allows implies
that it is not invertible [11]. So, in this case, we must consider alternatives to Least
Squares Estimation to try to fit the model.
As an example, we look the Longley data set [12] using the response Employed
and two explanatory variables Population and GNP.
3

















































In this thesis, we will study when the number of variables is much greater
than observations, i.e., small n-large-p, so as we have seen, Least Squares Estimation
for linear regression would not work. That’s why we introduce in chapter 2, Stepwise
regression (Forward Selection), Ridge, LASSO, Principal Components Regression
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and Partial Least Squares Regression, which at least have the potential to solve this
kind of problem. In chapter 3, we will study the performance of these methods in
estimation and prediction through simulation studies under different scenarios. In
chapter 4, we will study the methods applied to a real data set to build a model





In this section, we will discuss the five methods, Forward Selection, Ridge
Regression, LASSO, Principal Components Regression and Partial Least Squares
Regression. In later chapters, the performance of these methods will be examined in
simulation studies and also in real data where we predict the weight of mice based
on gene expression intensities.
2.1 FORWARD SELECTION
A natural modification to least squares estimation is to try to select a subset
of variables and then use the least squares criteria to estimate the parameters for
the variables in that subset, setting the coefficient estimates for all other variables
equal to 0. Even when n is large relative to p, this can help increase prediction
accuracy by trading an increase in bias for a decrease in variance and help with
interpretation by producing a more parsimonious model even if it sacrifices some
details [7]. In that setting, variable selection by choosing the best subset which
minimizes some pre-determined criteria such as the Akaike information criterion
(AIC) or the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) seems like a natural approach
for variable selection. A description of best subset regression and some stepwise
procedures are described in [16]. Other criteria such as cross validation, p-values,
the Cp statistic [2], etc.
However, when p is large, then the 2p possible models that need to be consid-
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ered is not computationally tractable. In these situations, greedy algorithms such as
forward selection and backward elimination are commonly used. Forward selection
begins with only an intercept and then adds variables one by one. At each step,
the variable that is added to the model which corresponds to the largest decrease
in the sum of the squared residuals. Then, a pre-determined criteria is used to
choose among the path of models encountered by the forward selection procedure.
Forward selection can be stopped the first time the added variable does not lead
to an improvement in the pre-determined criteria, it can examine an entire path of
models encountered, or it can do something in between these options.
In typical situations where the sample size n is larger than p, backward
elimination is an option. In backward elimination, we instead start with all variables
included in the model, and then eliminate variables one by one by removing the
variable which corresponds to a model with the smallest increase in the sum of the
squared residuals. Then a similar process could be used to determine the optimal
number of variables based on some pre-determined criteria.
However, when n < p+ 1, any linear combination of n independent explana-
tory variables will lead to a perfect fit where the sum of squared residuals equals
0. So, backward elimination cannot be used in the setting where p is much larger
than n since dropping most variables will still lead to a model with a perfect fit.
So, in this setting we are interested in, we will only study forward selection where
the number of variables included in the model is the regularization parameter.
2.2 RIDGE REGRESSION
Ridge regression is commonly used when multicollinearity is present in lin-
ear regression, which is common in models with large numbers of parameters. In
general, the method tries to provide improved efficiency in parameter estimation
7
problems in exchange for biasing the parameter estimates towards 0.
In ridge regression, the parameter estimates depend on the way the inputs
are scaled, so typically the input variables are standardized by subtracting their
means and dividing by their standard deviations. To avoid notational issues, we
assume in this section that the design matrix X does not include an intercept and
its columns have been standardized and the response vector y has been centered
[7]. In the end, the estimates can be converted back to the original scale.
The modification that leads to the ridge regression estimates is to add a
penalty term to the residual sum of squares to obtain a penalized residual sum of
squares function











Note that the intercept has been excluded since the explanatory variables are as-
sumed to be standardized and the responses are assumed to be centered. This is





for some T . When the constraint is not satisfied, there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between λ and T as shown in [10].
Considering λ to be fixed, PRSS can be minimized as a function of b1, . . . , bp




which as seen in the formula adds a small value λ to the diagonal elements of X tX
so that the resulting matrix is invertible. More general expressions where some of
the coefficients (such as the intercept) are not penalized can be formulated as shown
in [10].
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For any value of λ, the inverse will exist so these estimator is well-defined
even when p is much larger than n. The estimator β̂rr is biased towards 0 as shown
by the formula
E(β̂rr − β) = [(X tX + λIp)−1X tX − Ip]β
and its covariance matrix is given by
Var(β̂rr) = (X
tX + λIp)
−1X tX(X tX + λIp)
−1.
It can be shown that there does exist a value of λ for which the mean squared
error of the ridge estimator is less than that of the least squares estimator [15], but
unfortunately, the appropriate value of λ depends on the true underlying regression
coefficients and so there is not an analytic solution for the optimality of the ridge
solution [1]. So, λ is considered a regularization parameter that is selected based
on a pre-determined criteria such as cross-validation.
2.3 LASSO
The LASSO is another penalized regression method. The name is an acronym
which stands for Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator. Instead of
imposing the penalty term based on the squared coefficients, the LASSO instead
penalizes models where the absolute value of the magnitude of the coefficients is
large. In other words, the LASSO performs L1 regularization.
As in ridge regression, the parameter estimates depend on the way the inputs
are scaled, so typically the input variables are standardized by subtracting their
means and dividing by their standard deviations. To avoid notational issues, we
assume in this section that the design matrix X does not include an intercept and
its columns have been standardized and the response vector y has been centered
[7]. In the end, the estimates can be converted back to the original scale. This
conversion is shown for the LASSO in [9].
9
So the LASSO minimizes a different penalized residual sum of squares func-
tion











Minimizing PRSS2 as a function of b1, . . . , bp is equivalent to the dual problem of




for some T . For small p this can be easily computed since it is a quadratic program-
ming problem. But, for larger p, there is a more complicated algorithm known as
Least Angle Regression [4] which helps to efficiently compute the estimates which
minimize PRSS2 as a function of b1, . . . , bp.
An important distinction between the LASSO and ridge regression is that
the LASSO naturally produces parameter estimates which include some coefficients
which are 0 and thus the corresponding variables are not included in the model.
On the other hand, ridge regression does not eliminate variables in this manner
because of the shape of the boundary of its constraint (for the LASSO the boundary
is diamond shaped with vertices on the coefficient axes whereas for ridge regression
the boundary is spherical). If n < p + 1, the LAR algorithm used in the LASSO
has a solution where RSS = 0 so it will include at most n− 1 variables.
The regularization or tuning parameter λ controls the sparcity of the model.
As λ increases from 0 to ∞, the bias increases and the variance decreases as we
also saw with ridge regression, but more variables are eliminated from the model,
approaching a model for the response only based on the intercept. The parameter
of λ is selected based on a pre-determined criteria such as cross-validation.
2.4 PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS REGRESSION
Principal Components Regression is a method which applies the least squares
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estimate to a smaller set of k derived inputs. So, when p > n, it simply creates new
inputs which are linear combinations of the old inputs and uses them in a linear
regression model.
As in ridge regression and the LASSO, the parameter estimates depend on
the way the inputs are scaled, so typically the input variables are standardized
by subtracting their means and dividing by their standard deviations. To avoid
notational issues, we assume in this section that the design matrix X does not
include an intercept and its columns have been standardized and the response vector
y has been centered. In the end, the estimates can be converted back to the original
scale.
Now, the jth principal components direction vj is the eigenvector corre-
sponding to the jth largest eigenvalue of X tX. Then the jth principal component
is defined to be the vector zj = Xvj. The largest principal component maximizes
the variance of the projected data, and each subsequent principal component maxi-
mize the variance subject to being orthogonal to the previous principal components
[7]. Even when n > p, this method is designed to handle multicollinearity by adding
some bias by removing information to reduce the standard errors.
Then Principal Components Regression uses the design matrix Z with columns
z1, . . . , zk and uses the least squares estimate to obtain coefficients estimates
θ̂pcr = (Z
tZ)−1Zty
in the derived input space. Since the columns of Z are linear combinations of the
columns of X, the Then the estimate of the regression coefficients is
β̂pcr = V θ̂pcr
where V is a matrix with the eigenvectors as columns. Note that V is orthogonal.
Since the variables are standardized, it can be written that X tX = R, where
R is the sample correlation matrix of the explanatory variables. The formula for
11
Principal Components Regression can be simplified using the fact that we can write
X tX = V DV t = ZtZ where D is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements corre-
sponding to the eigenvalues of X tX.
So, the regularization or tuning parameter here is k, the number of principal
components. In practice, often this is selected once a pre-specified percentage of
the variation in the input space has been explained. Or, it can be selected by
cross-validation as we will do in our simulations and real data analysis.
2.5 PARTIAL LEAST SQUARES REGRESSION
Partial Least Squares Regression is another method which applies least squares
estimates to a smaller set of variables derived from the original set of explanatory
variables. However, instead of only using information about the variation in direc-
tions in the input space, the idea behind Partial Least Squares Regression is to also
utilize information about the response y to help chose the derived input variables.
As in the other methods, the parameter estimates depend on the way the
inputs are scaled, so typically the input variables are standardized by subtracting
their means and dividing by their standard deviations. To avoid notational issues,
we assume in this section that the design matrix X does not include an intercept and
its columns have been standardized and the response vector y has been centered.
In the end, the estimates can be converted back to the original scale.
First, the columns of X are weighted by regressing each column xj on the




jxj) for the first partial least squares
direction z1 =
∑p












j instead of xj. Similar to principal components regression, the least squares




Then since each column of Z is a linear combination of the columns of X, the Partial
Least Squares Regression coefficient estimates β̂plsr can be obtained by solving a
system of linear equations [7].
Mathematically, it turns out that the jth partial least squares direction is the
unit vector δ̂j such that Cor
2(y,Xδ)Var(Xδ) is maximized subject to the condition
that δ is orthogonal to Sδ̂m for m = 1, . . . , j − 1. So, it finds directions for which
the projected inputs have high variance and also are highly correlated with the
response.
The regularization or tuning parameter here is k, the number of partial least
squares directions. Again, this can be selected by cross validation, among other
ways.
2.6 LONGLEY EXAMPLE
Now we apply these these methods on small dataset to show how these
methods work.










































where x1 and x2 are column vectors representing the vectors of values for Population
and GNP, respectively, and X1 and X2 are design matrices for a regression model
with an intercept and the respective variable indicated by the index.
The residual sum of squares for the model using only Population as an ex-
planatory variable is
RSS1 = y
t(I −X1(X t1X1)−1X t1)y = 14.3659
and the residual sum of squares for the model using only GNP as an explanatory
variable is
RSS2 = y
t(I −X2(X t2X2)−1X t2)y = 6.0361.
14






, the estimate based on the






Now, the design matrix need to be standardized and the response vector









































Now, we consider ridge regression with the penalty fixed to be λ = 0.1429294.
This penalty is equivalent to the penalty selected by cv.glmnet (though the glmnet
15









Dividing each component by the standard deviation of the corresponding explana-






β̂1,rr = θ1,rr/s1 = −0.07180584,
β̂2,rr = θ̂2,rr/s2 = 0.03935779,
and the estimate of the intercept is








The LASSO also uses standardized inputs and centered outputs. We consider
the LASSO with the penalty fixed to be λ = 0.5069551. This penalty is equivalent
to the penalty selected by cv.glmnet (though the glmnet package uses a different
scale for the penalty).









for the standardized/centered data. This point is in the upper part above the red
line in the second quadrant as illustrated in Figure 2.1. So it must lie on the
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upper left boundary (green line segment) or the upper right boundary (purple line
segment) on the diamond.
If it is on the green line segment, then β1 < 0 and β2 > 0. In this case, the
form of PRSS2 is
PRSS2(b1, b2, λ) =
n∑
i=1
(yi − b1x1,i − b2x2,i)2 + λ(−b1 + b2).











which is in the second quadrant.
If the minimizer is on the purple line segment, then β1 > 0 and β2 > 0. In
this case, the form of PRSS2 is
PRSS2(b1, b2, λ) =
n∑
i=1
(yi − b1x1,i − b2x2,i)2 + λ(b1 + b2).
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which is not in the first quadrant so the minimizer on the line segment is at the
closest corner. Since that corner is also on the green line segment, the LASSO





Dividing each component by the standard deviation of the corresponding






β̂1,lasso = θ1,lasso/s1 = −0.1371,
β̂2,lasso = θ̂2,lasso/s2 = 0.0441,
and the estimate of the intercept is








Let’s see how to use principal components regression with one component.
Principal components regression also uses a standardized inputs and centered out-
puts.
First, compute the first principal component. It is an eigenvector correspond-











So, the first principal component is

























Then convert back to the estimates for standardized inputs and obtain





Dividing each component by the standard deviation of the corresponding






β̂1,pcr = β̂s,1,pcr/s1 = 0.2464604,
β̂2,pcr = β̂s,2,pcr/s2 = 0.0172484,
and the estimate of the intercept is








Now let’s see how to use partial least squares regression with one component.
Partial least squares regression also uses a standardized inputs and centered outputs.
First, compute the first partial least squares direction. The weights for each









Then the first partial least squares direction is

































Dividing each component by the standard deviation of the corresponding






β̂1,plsr = β̂s,1,plsr/s1 = 0.24355835,
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β̂2,plsr = β̂s,2,plsr/s2 = 0.01745637,
and the estimate of the intercept is











In this section, simulation studies are performed under various scenarios for
regression models of the form




where the errors ε1, . . . , εn are independent random variables with mean 0 and vari-
ance σ2. For all of these simulations, we consider the small sample size n = 4. We
assume that these true parameter values are unknown and attempt to use each of
our linear methods for regression to estimate the model and predict new responses
based on observing new inputs. Since we use only a sample size of four, leave-one-
out cross validation (that is, 4-fold cross-validation) is used for each method.
Two general scenarios are considered. In Scenario 1, the main assumption is
that β1 6= 0 but the true values of all of the other regression coefficients are 0, so
the true model for y only depends on x1. In Scenario 2, all regression coefficients
are generated from a Uniform(−0.1, 0.1) distribution, so the true model for y is
affected by all of the explanatory variables.










are generated independently from a multivariate normal distribution with p-dimensional
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mean vector [0, . . . , 0]′ and covariance matrix
Σ =

1 ρ · · · ρ 0 0 · · · 0
ρ 1
. . . ρ 0 0 · · · 0
...







. . . 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 · · · 0 1 0 · · · 0









0 0 · · · 0 0 0 . . . 1

.
where the upper left G×G block is 1 on the diagonal and ρ off the diagonal so that
there are G− 1 covariates which are positively correlated with x1.
In each simulation, we generate R = 1000 data sets with n = 4 data points
(x1,1,r, . . . , xp,1,r, y1,r), . . . , (x1,4,r, . . . , xp,4,r, y4,r)
for r = 1, . . . , R and use the 5 methods from Chapter 2 to fit the model.
New data is also simulated from the models, and the predictive performance
is also compared for the five methods. HereM = 100 new observations are generated
as before




1,r), . . . , (x
∗





This new data is not used to fit the model but only as test data to assess the
prediction error.
Here is a description of the performance of the methods for particular choices
of scenarios and parameters.
3.1 SCENARIO 1 WITH p = 10, G = 4, ρ = .1, β1 = .1
First, consider the simulation for this particular scenario and parameter set-
ting. The results are compared using various measures to assess the estimates. Let
24
β̂j,r denote an estimate of βj based on a particular method for data set r. To assess




























are computed. The average root mean square error for the coefficients of the ex-



















and the mean for the largest absolute error among the coefficients of the explanatory








































































































The results for this case are given in Table 3.1 when σ = .01. As might be
expected, this forward selection method is ideal for this scenario. It has the smallest
error in estimating β0 and β1 as seen from the rows b0RMSE, b0MAE, b1RMSE, and
b1MAE. The LASSO is a variable selection method, it also performs relatively well
26
here in estimating β0 and β1. The penalized methods naturally tend to have coef-
ficient estimates near 0, so their estimation errors bcorRMSE, bcorMAE, bcorMmaxE,
botherRMSE, botherMAE, and botherMmaxE are smallest. In terms of prediction er-
ror in rows RMSAPE, RMSMPE, MAAPE, and MAMPE, forward selection does best, followed
by the LASSO, partial least squares, and principal components regression.
The penalty chosen for ridge regression is often very large, and in these cases
the coefficient estimates are numerically equivalent to 0 and the model merely uses
the mean ȳ to model y. The errors reported in Table 3.1 are averages over cases
where λ is very large as well as other cases where the penalty and bias towards 0
is more moderate. In some other exploratory simulation studies (not shown here),
increasing n towards p seems to increase the proportion of times that the penalty is
moderate, but when n < p in the settings we considered, cross validation selected a
very large λ for some proportion of cases.
Now, consider the same scenario and parameter setting except change σ to
.1. The results are shown in Table 3.2. With the increased noise, none of the meth-
ods should be expected to perform well. As seen in the rows b1RMSE and b1MAE,
the estimation errors for forward selection, ridge regression, and the LASSO are
close to or over .1 (the magnitude of β1), while partial least squares and principal
components perform better and are close to the corresponding error measurements
in Table 3.1. From the rows bcorMAE and botherMAE, we see that both ridge re-
gression and the LASSO have small estimation errors because penalization tends to
keep the estimates closer to 0, while the other methods are comparable in perfor-
mance with principal components performing best among the other 3 at estimating
these parameters which have true values of 0. However, when we look at the es-
timation error in the rows bcorRMSE, bcorMmaxE, botherRMSE, and botherMmaxE
where the performance measure are based on root mean squares or maximums, we
see that forward selection performs much worse. In terms of prediction error in rows
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Table 3.1 – Estimation and predictive errors under scenario 1 when p = 10, G = 4,
ρ = .10, β1 = .1, σ = .01.
ErrorType forward rr LASSO pcr plsr
b0RMSE 0.0250469 0.0501222 0.0361806 0.0445646 0.0412646
b0MAE 0.0120482 0.0405354 0.0254932 0.0354831 0.0329162
b1RMSE 0.0333462 0.0998462 0.0716465 0.0815382 0.0738318
b1MAE 0.0165709 0.0998438 0.0606491 0.0797003 0.0714885
bcorRMSE 0.0130123 0.0007489 0.0050653 0.0124550 0.0138122
bcorMAE 0.0020228 0.0001128 0.0005480 0.0095759 0.0110254
bcorMmaxE 0.0080130 0.0002117 0.0021477 0.0176056 0.0201581
botherRMSE 0.0113861 0.0007555 0.0053655 0.0120067 0.0135606
botherMAE 0.0017937 0.0001145 0.0004130 0.0092163 0.0107571
botherMmaxE 0.0080130 0.0002117 0.0021477 0.0176056 0.0201581
RMSAPE 0.0461500 0.0905128 0.0660997 0.0805317 0.0757954
RMSMPE 0.1096930 0.2722462 0.2265662 0.2572809 0.2498161
MAAPE 0.0267904 0.0894460 0.0565196 0.0789746 0.0741711
MAMPE 0.0231221 0.0771016 0.0486884 0.0680413 0.0637530
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Table 3.2 – Estimation and predictive errors under scenario 1 when p = 10, G = 4,
ρ = .10, β1 = .1, σ = .1.
ErrorType forward rr LASSO pcr plsr
b0RMSE 0.1380031 0.0709881 0.0713622 0.0710826 0.0729300
b0MAE 0.0843366 0.0560576 0.0558694 0.0562169 0.0576135
b1RMSE 0.1111229 0.0998317 0.0987464 0.0828913 0.0760386
b1MAE 0.0926896 0.0998272 0.0972469 0.0806224 0.0720920
bcorRMSE 0.0640246 0.0009969 0.0104674 0.0184128 0.0246243
bcorMAE 0.0177853 0.0001489 0.0011247 0.0136291 0.0185488
bcorMmaxE 0.0659735 0.0002522 0.0042869 0.0250698 0.0341537
botherRMSE 0.0803457 0.0009950 0.0101962 0.0181386 0.0241939
botherMAE 0.0174658 0.0001463 0.0011250 0.0132715 0.0182018
botherMmaxE 0.0659735 0.0002522 0.0042869 0.0250698 0.0341537
RMSAPE 0.2382439 0.1280873 0.1298436 0.1275988 0.1312255
RMSMPE 0.3619337 0.3227902 0.3235847 0.3224913 0.3255234
MAAPE 0.1901731 0.1263774 0.1274267 0.1256517 0.1288356
MAMPE 0.1630916 0.1086849 0.1095212 0.1078740 0.1107993
RMSAPE, RMSMPE, MAAPE, and MAMPE, principal components regression does best, but
it is only slightly better than ridge regression. Here, as in the previous simulation,
ridge regression is very close to merely using the mean ȳ to model y. The other
methods do worse or about the same as ridge regression so it appears that the none
of the methods are able to effectively use information from the inputs x1, . . . , x10 to
predict the output y.
Figure 3.1 plots the values of b1MAE and MAAPE as σ changes from .01 to
.10 holding the other true parameter values constant. The left panel illustrates the
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estimation error b1MAE and the right panel illustrates the prediction error MAAPE.
When σ is small, forward selection does best at estimation and prediction followed
by the LASSO. As σ increases, the estimation error for forward selection and the
LASSO become worse. The prediction error for forward selection in particular is
very poor when σ becomes large, and the prediction errors for the other methods
are similar when σ is large.
3.2 SCENARIO 1 WITH G = 4, ρ = .1, β1 = .5, σ = .1
Next, we study the effect of increasing the number of explanatory variables
p under scenario 1 with these settings for the other parameters. Figure 3.2 plots
the values of b1MAE and MAAPE as p changes from 10 to 100 holding the other pa-
rameters constant. The left panel illustrates the estimation error b1MAE and the
right panel illustrates the prediction error MAAPE. As p increases, both the estima-
tion and prediction errors tend to increase for all methods. Forward selection has
much smaller estimation error for β1 but its prediction error is poor once p exceeds
around 70. For the estimation error, principal components regression, partial least
squares regression, and the LASSO are close, with the LASSO doing best among
these three methods when p is large. For the prediction error also, principal compo-
nents regression, partial least squares regression, and the LASSO are close, though
the LASSO is best among these three methods over the range of p. Under these
settings, partial least squares regression is slightly better than principal components
regression in terms of estimation of β1 and prediction.
3.3 SCENARIO 2 WITH p = 10, G = 4, ρ = .1
Now, some simulations under Scenario 2 are considered. Under this scenario,
all regression coefficients are nonzero so the mean for the true model is a linear
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combination of all p variables even though there are only 4 observations. To assess
the estimation error, we redefine the average mean absolute error for the coefficients
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Figure 3.3 plots the values of bcorMAE and MAAPE as σ changes from .01 to .10
holding the other parameters constant. The left panel illustrates the estimation
error bcorMAE and the right panel illustrates the prediction error MAAPE. The plot
for botherMAE has similar properties to the plot for bcorMAE so it is not shown here.
The estimation error depends on the overall variance, but overall, the estimation
error is smallest for ridge regression, followed by the LASSO, principal components
regression, partial least squares regression, and forward selection which is much
worse. As σ increases, the prediction error for each method increases. Overall, the
derived input methods do best in terms of prediction, with partial least squares
being slightly better. The penalized methods are similar in prediction error, with
ridge regression being slightly better than the LASSO. The prediction error for
forward selection is much higher than all of the other methods.
3.4 SCENARIO 2 WITH G = 4, ρ = .1, σ = .01
Next, we study the effect of increasing the number of explanatory variables
p under scenario 2 with these settings for the other parameters. Figure 3.4 plots
the values of bcorMAE and MAAPE as p changes from 5 to 50 holding the other
parameters constant. The left panel illustrates the estimation error bcorMAE and
the right panel illustrates the prediction error MAAPE. The plot for botherMAE has
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similar properties to the plot for bcorMAE so it is not shown here. The estimation
error depends on the overall variance, but overall, the same ordering occurs as in
the previous simulation under Scenario 2: the estimation error is smallest for ridge
regression, followed by the LASSO, principal components regression, partial least
squares regression, and forward selection. Also, as p increases, the prediction error
for each method increases, and the same ordering for predictive error occurs as in
the previous simulation under Scenario 2. The derived input methods do best, with
partial least squares being slightly better, then the penalized methods are next, with
ridge regression being slightly better, and the prediction error for forward selection
is much higher than the other methods.
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Figure 3.1 – Estimation and predictive errors under scenario 1 when p = 10, G = 4,
ρ = .10, β1 = .1












































Figure 3.2 – Estimation and predictive errors under scenario 1 when G = 4, ρ = .1,
β1 = .5, σ = .1




















































Figure 3.3 – Estimation and predictive errors under scenario 2 when p = 10, G = 4,
ρ = .10











































Figure 3.4 – Estimation and predictive errors under scenario 2 when G = 4, ρ = .10,
σ = .01





















































In chapter 2, we have discussed five methods - Forward selection, Ridge Re-
gression, LASSO, Principal Component Regression (pcr) and Partial Least Squares
Regression (plsr). Now we will apply these methods to a real data set to build a
model to predict the weights of mice based on microarray expression data for a large
number of genes.
Software tools: The project is entirely handled by RStudio from prepro-
cessing to building the model and prediction with the help of R libraries glmnet [8]
and pls [13].
4.1 DATASET BACKGROUND AND PREPROCESSING
Dataset Description: The data set we used was downloaded from tuto-
rial IV at [3]. This data is in the file “BluemoduleGenesWeightandSNP.csv”. It
originally appeared in [5] and was later also analyzed in [6]. It has 536 row fea-
ture variables in the rows with gene symbols Scd1, Ppic, Anax2, . . . , Abhd3, and
158 columns including mice with unique id F22, F23, F214, F215,... , F2357 with
Weight representing the weight of the mice.
Preprocessing: We are only interested in seeing how the 5 methods that
we are studying can use the gene expression data available to predict the mouse
weights so we delete some rows and columns with other information that we will
not use. Then we delete some columns corresponding to mice with missing weights.
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Afterwards we deleted rows for genes with missing expression values. Then in R
read the weights into a vector y and the gene expressions into X, which is our
design matrix. The X is the transpose of how it appears in Excel so the the gene
expressions are in the columns and mice are in the rows. After preprocessing, X is
a 132× 434 design matrix and y is a 132-dimensional vector.
4.2 MODEL BUILDING AND RESULTS
After setting all the random seed to 123456, we divide the data using a 70-30
spilt for training and testing sets, respectively. Then we apply each method and
predict the weight of mice based on each method. We assess the performances of













and the R-squared statistic




i=1(ŷi − yi)2 and SST =
∑n
i=1(yi − ȳ)2.
Forward Selection: We know that the stepwise regression (or stepwise
selection) consists of iteratively adding and removing predictors, in the predictive
model, in order to find the subset of variables in the data set resulting in the best
performing model, that is a model that lowers prediction error. Forward selection,
which starts with no predictors in the model, iteratively adds the most contributive
predictors, and stops when the improvement is no longer statistically significant
[1]. The RMSE, MAE and R-squared values for the ridge regression model on
the training data are 0.005303152, 0.004285677 and 0.9999992, respectively. For
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the test data, the results for these metrics are 5.966883, 4.688417 and 0.08540092,
respectively.
Ridge Regression:
Ridge regression is an extension of linear regression where the loss function
is modified to minimize the complexity of the model. This modification is done by
adding a penalty parameter that is equivalent to the square of the magnitude of the
coefficients. One of the major differences between linear and regularized regression
models is that the latter involves tuning a hyperparameter, lambda. The code runs
the glmnet() model several times for different values of lambda. We can automate
this task of finding the optimal lambda value using the cv.glmnet() function.
The optimal lambda value comes out to be 3.162278 and will be used to
build the ridge regression model. We will also create a function for calculating and
printing the results, which is done with the eval results() function.The next step is to
use the predict function to generate predictions on the train and test data. Finally,
we use the eval results() function to calculate and print the evaluation metrics. The
RMSE, MAE and R-squared values for the ridge regression model on the training
data are 1.306087, 1.041384 and 0.9519684, respectively. For the test data, the
results for these metrics are 3.541635, 2.691895 and 0.6777868, respectively.
LASSO:
Lasso regression, or the Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator,
is also a modification of linear regression. In lasso, the loss function is modified to
minimize the complexity of the model by limiting the sum of the absolute values of
the model coefficients ,also called the l1-norm.
Using an l1-norm constraint forces some weight values to zero to allow other
coefficients to take non-zero values. The first step to build a lasso model is to find
the optimal lambda value. The output is the best cross-validated lambda, which
comes out to be 0.1584893. Once we have the optimal lambda value, we train
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the lasso model. The RMSE, MAE and R-squared values on the training data are
1.764331, 1.39817 and 0.9123519, respectively. The results on the test data are
3.544719, 2.772592 and 0.6772255, respectively.
Principal Component Regression (PCR):
A possible drawback of PCR is that we have no guarantee that the selected
principal components are associated with the outcome. Here, the selection of the
principal components to incorporate in the model is not supervised by the outcome
variable. Our analysis shows that, choosing 81 principal components (ncomp = 81)
gives the smallest prediction error RMSE. The RMSE, MAE, and R-squared values
on the training data are 2.153796, 1.681829 and 0.8693854, respectively. The results
on the test data are 3.523516, 2.806547 and 0.6810752, respectively.
Partial Least Squares: An alternative to PCR is the Partial Least Squares
(PLS) regression, which identifies new principal components that not only summa-
rizes the original predictors, but also that are related to the outcome. These com-
ponents are then used to fit the regression model. So, compared to PCR, PLS uses
a dimension reduction strategy that is supervised by the outcome.
Like PCR, PLS is convenient for data with highly-correlated predictors. The
number of principal components used in PLS is generally chosen by cross-validation.
Predictors and the outcome variables should be generally standardized, to make the
variables comparable. The RMSE, MAE, and R-squared values on the training data
are 1.853102, 1.519636 and 0.9033101, respectively. The results on the test data are
3.627071, 2.808874 and 0.6620536, respectively.
4.3 COMPARISON OF RESULTS
Looking at the results for the test data, Ridge Regression, LASSO, Principal
Components Regression, and Partial Least Squares Regression all perform similarly
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in terms of RMSE, MAE, and R-squared measures while Forward Selection performs
much worse based on all measures. Principal Components Regression is best in
terms of RMSE and R-squared, while Ridge Regression is best in terms of MAE.
The training errors show that Forward Selection produces an almost perfect fit, but
this just shows that the method is overfitting the data.
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